
Spring Fisheries Survey Summary
Osprey Lake, Sawyer County, 2018

The Spooner DNR Treaty Tear! conducted a fyke netting survey on Osprey Lake from May 6-9,
2018 to assess the adult walleye populations in the take. Up to five nets were set ovemight for
four total nights which resulted in 19 total net-nights of effort lectrofishing survey

lmouth bass, largemouthconducted on May 23,20T9 documented the status of bluegi
bass, and non-game species. Quality, preferred, and sizes referenced in this summarv
are based on standard proportions of world record
American Fisheries Society.
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Largemoutr bass
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Quality Size > lil" 8llfo

Prefeored Size > 15" 44i/s
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rthe 2018 ffiiiues on Osprey Lake was to get an estimate of the total
was not possible due to low catch rates of walleye

. Osprey Lake has been stocked repeatedly with extended
this survey and several fall electrofishing surveys we

pked fish appears to be very low for reasons that are not fully

The current gamefish population is dominated by bass (largemouth and smallmouth) and
northern pike, although pike were not targeted during this survey. Smallmouth bass were
captured at a moderate rate but with excellent size structure. Both abundance and size metrics for
smallmouth bass were higher than the last survey of Osprey Lake (2011). Largemouth bass
abundance in previous surveys was exceptionally high and size was poor. Largemouth
abundance has dropped since 2011 and size has improved considerably. In 2011, only 10% of
largemouth bass in Osprey were over 15 inches. In 2018, we found 44o/o of largemouth to be
over 15 inches.
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Bluegill size in Osprey Lake leaves much to be desired, but there are indications that the quality
of bluegill in increasing. The percentage of bluegill in the lake that are over 6 inches has
increased ftom 14Yo in2011, to 3 lYo in2018. Panfish in Osprey Lake are currently regulated
with an experimental reduced bag limit designed to increase size.

Evan Sniadalewski shows off tv : largemouth bass during a
OWey Lake.

2018 electrofishing survey on
i

Survey co*ducted by Todd Bi*cka, Mi$iy,nood, Max Wolter, Scott Braden. and Evan
Sniadajewski (Fisheries), and Scott Horton (Forestry)
Reviewed and Ai&ry,=ved by reft.&,ampa - i\r"a Fisheries supervisor
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